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Book 2 in Anthony J Melchiorri's The Tide series.The tide has turned against

humanityÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Governments across the globe have failed to stop the spread of the Oni Agent.

The biological weapon continues to wreak havoc. Those that are infected become abominations

known as Skulls, a fate worse than death.Captain Dominic Holland and Meredith Webb have made

it to Fort Detrick. The Army base was once a bastion for AmericaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s biodefense. Now,

swarms of hungry Skulls prowl outside the walls. With Fort DetrickÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s resources, Dom and

Meredith think they may finally have a chance to to slow the spread of the Oni Agent.But with the

United States military in disarray, the situation outside DetrickÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s walls grows bleaker. More

and more civilians succumb to the SkullsÃ¢â‚¬â€•or become them. Dom leads a desperate mission

to establish a safe zone for civilians fleeing the nightmarish creatures. Despite this apocalyptic new

world, Dom and the Hunters are determined to succeed. New threats and discoveries challenge

them every step of the way. But they soon find potential help from an unlikely source...if they can

survive long enough to receive it.Book 1: The TideBook 2: The Tide: BreakwaterBook 3: The Tide:

SalvageBook 4: The Tide: DeadriseBook 5: The Tide: Iron Wind
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Another great book from Anthony Melchiorri. The action never slows down in his books & this one is

exactly the same. Anthony is super with the characters & reading these books, with the way it's

written makes you feel like your right there with them, going through the same thing they do. Then

just when you think it's slowing down alittle & they might get a break, even for an hour or so, just

doesn't happen, they end up right back in the middle of it again. The Skulls as they're called in this

series are equally fierce. With only one or two places on their bodies that you can kill them, there

even more dangerous then ever & even getting close enough isn't an option. This is one Series I

would definitely recommend to everyone. No Zombies in the sense that a shot to the head kills

them, these are monsters in every sense of the word. With this story coming together other things

start to click into place & some things become alittle clearer as to the possibility of others involved in

this destruction, that this could be the end of mankind as we know it. It seems like there's no

stopping these things, especially the ones they call "Goliath". They are alot bigger, stronger & even

harder to kill then the smaller ones, that at one time were people. Dom & his group of Hunters have

their work cut out for them. Will they be able to do what is needed of them?

Quickly becoming one of the best post-apoc series out there. In Tide 2 we are introduced to new

characters and follow the plight of Dom and his crew aboard the Huntress. There are new monsters,

and exciting battle scenes that keep you turning the pages. If you haven't read the Tide 1, I highly

recommend it. The realistic science, compelling characters, and fast moving plot puts this in the top

tier of post apocalyptic series currently on the market. Try it. You won't be disappointed.

While watching the movie World War Z, I remembered thinking, "How can one person have so

much bad luck!?" But then it occurred to me that if a situation like a zombie apocalypse or biological

world outbreak ever truly did happen, nothing would be off limits and nothing would ever go as

planned. Still, there were many times I just shook my head or thought to myself, "WTF?" Or "No

freaking way!" This book seemed to be a rolling ball of bad luck as Dom and his team hopped from

one mission to the next on their quest to find survivors and a cure for the ONI agent.The characters

are beginning to grow on me, but I after these first two books, I realize that I need to treat all of

these characters with the same distance that I do Game of Thrones characters, because like



George RR Martin, this author doesn't pull any punches and doesn't seem to mind killing off

characters after telling you all about them! That's not a bad thing really...because there feasibly

won't be many happy endings in situations like this. That being said, this book was filled with tense,

nail biting action, as well as a new kind of skull that Dom nicknamed a Goliath. It kind of reminds me

of the Tank in Left 4 Dead 2...big, bad, and MEAN! Those parts were really scary...My only

complaint for this book is that I felt that the ending was a little unfinished...the author tried to wrap up

too much in the Epilogue without fleshing out what I thought were important scenes. For instance,

the team was able to secure a place to take survivors to and they ended up towing a cruise ship to

the island...but nothing was mentioned about what they did with the boat after the survivors were

offloaded. All of the lower decks were infested with skulls...so what would you do with it? Simply set

it adrift? Tow it out to see and blow it up? Sink it and hope none of the skulls were able to escape

and swim back to shore? Sometimes...I think I think too much...

Wow, I thought it couldn't get any better but this continuation was just as fast paced and intense as

Dom and his Hunters try desperately to help the remaining survivors of humanity even if the Military

will not. This is such a great storyline and deserves more attention that perhaps has been given to it.

The Skulls, the creatures that were once human are beyond imagination and they appear to have

their own apperations among them. Dom must face them to do what the leaders who have sworn to

protect us have fallen back, leaving the reamining survivors to fend for themselves. And he must

also find a way to get as much information for is Medical officer, Lauren so she might have a chance

at finding a cure. Dom will do what no one else will do. But to do it, he and his men must brave the

infested areas where the Skulls have all but decimated all living things. All I can say is wow! I

apologize to Mr. Melchoirri that I waited so long to find and read this series....On to the 3rd one now.

Wow, what a twist on zombie wars! There is a new bio threat that is dessemating the world. A

private spec ops teams is trying to save as many lives as possible while trying to find the cause and

cure for the bio threat. This spec ops crew is more fleshed out from the first book. The reader gets

more invested in their survival and mourns when some die. There is plenty of action! The plot is well

written and developed. What I loved about this story is the unexpected sympathy toward the people

who are killed by or turned into the "skulls." The dilemma of watching a loved one being lost to this

bio threat. Great read! Looking forward to starting the last book in the series (I think it's the last)

today. Highly suggest reading this series in order.



Most sequels have a hard time outdoing the original. This book breaks through that barrier. The

continuing story of Dom and his colleagues in their fight for human survival in the face of

overwhelming odds against an enemy of inhuman cruelty. This chapter of their story endeared me

more to Dom and his crew, the loss of their comrades and friends is heartbreaking. You can feel the

emotional toll that Dom will one day have to deal with, this side of the story along with the continuing

action and science give the story its gritty feel. Can't what to start the next book!
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